PEACE HINT IN GERMANY'S ANSWER

Wilson Considering All Possibilities.

OPPORTUNE TIME AWAITED

Hague Convention, However, Provides for Procedure.

ALLIES PROBABLY UNRENDY

Berlin Statement Said to Hope to Connect France by Aiding Ver- 

OVERCOME IN RESCUEING FINEY

FIRECI WOES NUMBER INTO PLANES. BUT IS SAVED.

Five Makes Housewife Repairs in Bonfam Fall of Upstate

and Second Akron Scm.

Emma cornerback's ejection for a week was the consummation of

a series of events that started on the morning of the 6th when

a fire started in the basement of her house in the C.

The fire started in the basement of her house in the C.

and was put out by the fire department.

GRESHAM PAIR IN PERIL

Battler in Boot Escapces Burning Mather and son severely.

LIGHTING, May 1—Several rescue workers were called to the

house at 10 a.m. when a fire started in the lower

floor of the building and Mrs. G. Lambert

was in danger of being trapped in the room.

The fire was extinguished by the firemen

in a very short time.

SNOW FALLS ON HEIGHTS

Winter Makes Tangled Attack on Spring Hunts in Portland.

Brown bears and many other small

animals are making their way up to

the heights of the mountain areas

in search of winter quarters.

ELECTION CARDS TABOO

Commissioneer Black Orders Officials to Keep

Secrets from Public.

The Wilson administration has

ordered all secretaries to keep

their lips sealed on the

commissions.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES IN THE WEEK'S NEWS AS CARTOONIST REYNOLDS GLIMPSED THEM.

UNCLE SAM CALLED 68 YEARS OLD.

Today and Still on Deck.

John Bull Assists Colonel to Courage After Fall.

He Said Yes.

THINGS BALANCED THE PRESIDENT HAS HIS FIRST FALL.

The California Progressives Get a defeats W.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES IN THE WEEK'S NEWS AS CARTOONIST REYNOLDS GLIMPSED THEM.

WASHINGTON SENDS 14 FREE DELEGATES

Republicans Are Unit for Preparedness.

WILSON AND LISTER SCORED

S. A. Perkins Restores Harmony With Withdrawing.

MR. HUMPHREY APPLAUSED

Submission of Constitutional Convention Item to Popular Vote Is Favored, as Well as Big Navy and Training.